
By bringing together all the elements of our Commercial business under one proposition, we can offer a stronger, more effective service for you and 
your clients. It lets us seamlessly share knowledge and expertise to benefit you and them, creating a multidisciplinary team of people focused on a 
single ambition: delivering exceptional service for businesses, whether large or small. 

Five reasons to choose Aviva Commercial Lines:

1.  Our ambition is to be the number one Commercial Lines insurer in the UK. Our Commercial business approach has strengthened our 
proposition and, as a result, we seamlessly share knowledge and expertise to benefit you and your clients. Our people are focused on one
ambition: to deliver exceptional service for you and your clients, no matter the size of their business.

 2.  We continue to invest in our digital capabilities. On Fast Trade we’ve widened eligibility criteria to single-vehicle mini-fleet and launched our 
new cyber proposition, allowing you to trade more efficiently and respond to emerging customer needs and trends. Our Broker website has 
also been refreshed to make it easier for you to access all the business and digital support from a trusted partner when you need it, with further
improvements to be delivered later this year.

 3.  We’re using data to make insurance simple, personalised and predictable. Over 94,000 customers have benefited from real-time identification
of underinsurance, be it sums insured, limits of indemnity or potential gaps in cover – supported by ‘Ask it Never’ Specialty Lines quotations – 
to provide choice and confidence to you and your clients.

4.  We’re committed to building our Regional Specialty Lines capability, acquiring market talent, and widening our product offerings. Our new Cyber
proposition has been launched, and a refreshed Management Liability proposition will be launching in Q3. This is alongside existing capability 
across Engineering, Marine Cargo, and Accident and Health Insurance.

5.  Our back to business campaign continues to provide support and guidance covering key themes including the Hardening Market, Employee
Wellbeing and Reinstating Operations. Plus in the last year alone we’ve developed over 40 new Loss Prevention Standards relating to the 
pandemic to ensure you and your clients can protect what matters most.
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What’s new:
•  The Aviva Risk Insights Report: Commissioned by Aviva with YouGov, our first Risk Insights Report canvassed the opinions of 1,260 

business leaders from organisations of all sizes, industries and locations across the UK. The report details the top concerns on the 
minds of British employers, with COVID-19, Brexit, and Business and Supply Chain Interruption dominating the top three spots. 

•  Our new cyber proposition: We’ve enhanced our cyber product in line with your feedback over the last 12 months. With indemnity 
limits ranging from £25k to £2m with independent limits applying to First and Third Party cover, our offering enables you to protect 
your clients’ businesses with a clear, comprehensive solution. We’ve also responded to your demand for a digital solution, officially 
launching a new digitally traded cyber product in March, which is now available on Fast Trade and on Acturis CyberNOW. 

•   Continuous Digital Investment: We have a clear focus for our Digital proposition for this year and beyond. Our strategy is to continue 
to expand our capabilities across e-trading platforms – including Fast Trade and our software house relationships, while ensuring 
that the level of service and experience of trading with Aviva is consistent, no matter where you choose to place your online business. 
We’ll continue to deliver a first-class offering that you can depend on, reviewing and enhancing our digital products to understand 
how we can continue optimising platform journeys to improve your trading experience and meet your clients’ ever-changing needs.

•  Specialty Lines Instant Quotations: To assist renewal conversations and identify cross-sell opportunities, we’re using data and 
insights to provide instant quotations without the need for additional questions, as we have been doing for offline renewals traded 
through your Regional office. These quotes will appear automatically in e-documents 28 days ahead of renewal. Where we have 
enough information to do so, we’ll provides details of suggested additional covers and premiums based on our understanding 
of your client and the limits available. Initially, we’re providing automatic quotes for Cyber, Legal Expenses, Group Personal 
Accident (GPA) and Transit.

•   New and improved ARMS Website – We’ve redesigned and refreshed the Aviva Risk Management Solutions (ARMS) website to make 
it easier to access on the go as well as faster to find what you need. On the site you’ll discover expert prevention solutions, guidance 
and advice to support you and your clients when you need it most, helping you manage the risks your clients face, big or small.

Aviva Insurance Limited, Registered in Scotland Number 2116. Registered Office: Pitheavlis, Perth PH2 0NH. Authorised by the 
Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.

Want to find out more? Ask your Aviva Sales Manager or 
visit us here.

https://connect.avivab2b.co.uk/broker/

